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                    Abstract
Descartes’s Evil Demon argument has been the subject of many reconstructions in recent analytic debates. Some have proposed a reconstruction with a principle of Infallibility, others with a principle of Closure of Knowledge, others with more original principles. In this paper, I propose a new reconstruction, which relies on the combination of two principles, namely the Meta-Coherence principle (defended by Huemer) and the principle of Closure of Justification (best defended by Hawthorne). I argue that the argument construed in this way is the best interpretation of what is really at play in the Evil Demon intuition, and also that this argument is dialectically much stronger than previous reconstructions. If this is right, then the “Closure plus Meta-Coherence” argument is what anti-sceptics should really be attacking.
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                    Notes
	Different authors give this form of argument different names. (Chisholm 1989, p. 2) calls sceptics of that kind the “perhaps-you-are-wrong sceptics”. (Schiffer 2009) calls it “the EPH argument template”, where “H” stands for the sceptical Hypothesis. Some use the phrase “Evil Demon Argument” to designate the general form of the argument, even if the scenario is not that of Descartes. Some refer rather to Putnam (1981) alternative scenario and call it the “Brains in vats argument”.


	
Putnam (1981) famously proposed an alternative scenario: one in which I am in fact a brain in a vat, manipulated by a scientist to have various illusory sensory inputs as of an external world (including an illusion of my limbs). This alternative scenario is more appropriate to contemporary debates for reasons that will have no essential bearing on the present discussion. So I will stick with the Cartesian scenario.


	Namely: “if somebody knows something, p, he must know the falsity of all those things incompatible with his knowing that p”. Stroud constructs this principle after several refinements starting from a common Closure principle.


	I thank Julien Dutant for drawing my attention to this distinction.


	I am not trying to suggest that Pryor is a consistent “initial intuitionist” and Pritchard a consistent “strongest argumentist”. On the contrary, it seems to me very telling that both authors (and others as well) tend to mix the two projects. For instance, (Pritchard 2005a, p. 107) favours the underdetermination-based argument over the closure-based argument because he contests the latter’s “importance to capturing the sceptical challenge” or “capturing what is at issue in the sceptical challenge”: this is clearly in the spirit of the “initial intuition” project. And Pryor’s (2000, p. 522) first reason to doubt “that the [closure-based] argument is the most effective formulation” is that “some philosophers refuse to allow the sceptic to use claims like ‘I can’t know I’m not beig deceived’ as premises in his reasoning”; this is clearly a “strongest argument” kind of motivation.


	This is true of (Pritchard 2005a, Chap. 1), but also of (Zalabardo 2012, Sect. 1.3).


	This premise can be considered as the (intermediate) conclusion of the following syllogism: the ED scenario is metaphysically possible, if ED were true, then my belief that I have hands (held on the basis etc.) would be erroneous, therefore (I1). Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for this qualification and other remarks on the best formulation of the infallibility-based argument.


	(Reed 2002) goes so far as saying that “Fallibilism is endorsed by virtually all contemporary epistemologists.” An anonymous reviewer remarks that Williamson’s (2000) E = K principle could render some version of the infallibilist premise (I2) true, i.e. a version of the premise which would require our belief as based on the same evidence to rule out all possibilities of error in order for it to be knowledge. Granted, if evidence just is what we know, then evidence is factive and infallible. But then, with such a notion of evidence, it is premise (I1) which would become false, for my belief that I have hands in the ED scenario would not be based on the same evidence. In that particular sense, then, we would have to say that my (actual) belief that I have hands (as based on its actual evidence) is in fact “infallible”. What this shows, it seems to me, is not that Williamson is in fact an “infallibilist” in any sense relevant for our present discussion, but rather that his notion of evidence is inappropriate to capture in a straightforward way the very simple idea that our senses are fallible.


	The kind of entailment at play here is strict or metaphysical entailment rather than “logical entailment” strictly speaking (the fact that a pure brain doesn’t have hands doesn’t follow from any logical constant). This notion of entailment will be used throughout the paper. Thanks to an anonymous referee for this qualification.


	In the semi-formalisations of arguments, I will use the double-arrow “\(\Rightarrow \)” to symbolize strict implication, and the single-arrow to symbolize the truth-functional conditional (or material implication).


	It can be defined thus: S knows that p iff
(i) S believes that p
(ii) p is true
(iii) it is not a matter of sheer luck if S’s belief that p is true.


	An externalist like Plantinga, for instance, acknowledges that one could use a purely internalist notion of justification, which he calls “broad justification” in (Plantinga 1993, p. 27) and “internal rationality” in (Plantinga 2000, p. 108). I tend to think that there is more to (purely internalist) rationality than just blamelessness: following (Pryor 2001), I consider that there are purely internalist aspects of epistemic appraisal that are not deontic but strictly epistemic. But the reader may disagree and prefer “blamelessly held belief” as a better translation for what I have to say in the remainder of the paper.


	I emphasize here that my present point is only one of dialectical or intuitive strength. There are of course ways to resist the intuition that the belief \(\sim \hbox {ED}\) is lucky: probably the most important way to do so is to say that “safety” (not “sensitivity”) is what we need to avoid epistemic luck. As a matter of fact, this is a solution I personally endorse; but even if safety in fact preserves the belief \(\sim \hbox {ED}\) from being lucky, it should still be acknowledged, dialectically, that there is some initial intuitive tendency to find it lucky.


	More on this externalist notion of luck in Sect. 2.


	Again, one may argue that knowledge is an externalist notion and yet is closed under known entailment—this would be the case if one adopts of “safety” understanding of knowledge. My point here is only dialectical: safety (or other notions of closed externalist knowledge), even if I personally hold it to be true, is far from being indisputable, and for that reason, the closure of externalist knowledge is a contentious principle to take as a premise.


	In this quote, I have adapted the names of the propositions to fit with our present discussion. The proposition which Pryor directly discusses (here (2J*) ) is in fact the modal strengthening of our (2J)—hence the * in the name. (Correspondingly, (2K*) stands for the modal strengthening of (2K), which Pryor discusses.) What is important is of course that Pryor’s discussion commits him to our (2J), and to the view that (2J) is much more plausible than (2K).


	Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for inviting me to discuss the Underdetermination argument here.


	In fact, Brueckner himself presents the problem of Undetermination as first undermining justification and undermining knowledge only in a derivative way, because knowledge requires justification.


	See Brueckner (1994, pp. 830–832).


	This is why he considers as insufficient even the Neo-Moorean response to scepticism, which tries to show that our beliefs in the negation of SP can be “reliable” after all, if not in the sense of sensitivity (or tracking), at least in the sense of safety (i.e. the belief could not easily have been wrong, it is true in all or most nearby possible worlds). This is insufficient because safety remains a purely externalist property: a belief could be safe while I had no idea whatsoever that it is; and in such a case, my belief would remain reflectively lucky.


	Even though Pritchard himself develops his idea with another epistemic principle, namely Underdetermination. In defense of the MC interpretation of reflective luck, we can remark that the second-order form of the MC principle (not KKp but JKp) immediately corresponds to the “reflective” aspect of reflective luck; it also captures the internalist aspect of this notion. The principle of Underdetermination is not so clearly “second-order” or reflective, and as I noted earlier, it doesn’t show clearly the relation between the externalist level and the internalist level.


	In fact, as an anonymous reviewer suggests, it seems possible to show that \(\hbox {J}\sim \hbox {K}\sim \hbox {ED}\) is strictly stronger than (entails) \(\sim \hbox {JK}\sim \hbox {ED}\) if we assume that our justified beliefs are consistent. This assumption amounts to accepting axiom D for justification: for all p, if \(\hbox {J}p\) then \(\sim \hbox {J}\sim \hbox {p}\)


	I will say more in  4 about the two versions of the principle.


	This premise, which is obviously necessary for the validity of the argument, is another application of the “rule of competent a priori justification”: since it is an a priori truth that Hands entails \(\sim \hbox {ED}\), it is a truth for which any competent thinker will have justification.


	For simplification, I have conjoined premises (2) and (J-Closure) as a single premise in this version. An instantiation of (J-Closure) is ( \( \hbox {J}h \& \hbox {J}(h\Rightarrow \sim \hbox {ED}) ) \rightarrow \hbox {J}\sim \hbox {ED}\) which is logically equivalent to \(\hbox {J}(h\Rightarrow \sim \hbox {ED}) \rightarrow ( \hbox {J}h \quad \rightarrow J\sim \hbox {ED}\) ). And premise (2) is just the antecedent of this conditional. Therefore, by modus ponens, premises (J-Closure) and (2) entail our premise (J-Clos.) \(\hbox {J}h \quad \rightarrow \hbox {J}\sim \hbox {ED}\).


	For premise (K-Clos), see the previous footnote: this premise isn’t an instantiation of K-Cloure properly speaking but it is derived from an instantiation of K-Closure together with the premise K (\(h\Rightarrow \quad \sim \hbox {ED}\)).


	I don’t want to affirm here that K-Closure is false. I am far from convinced that it is. What I want to say is just that, dialectically, K-Closure is a controversial position that requires argument, while J-Closure is immediately a very cogent principle, especially in the form that we will see in the next section.


	The formulation of (Hawthorne 2005, p. 29) is not completely equivalent, but relies on relevantly close intuitions : “If one knows P and competently deduces Q from P, thereby coming to believe Q, while retaining one’s knowledge that P, one comes to know that Q.” The main difference is that Hawthorne is elaborating on a principle of K-Closure, not J-Closure. But the elaboration he gives is very close to the one I propose to J-Closure; namely, it concerns only what happens for implications that are explicitly entertained, and it allows for the possibility that, in considering the implication, I may thereby lose the justification (or knowledge) I had before considering it (“while retaining one’s knowledge that P”).


	Here is Huemer (2011, p. 2) exact formulation: “Categorically believing that P commits one, on reflection, to the view that one knows that P”.


	The idea of “ undermining defeaters ” has been introduced by (Pollock and Cruz 1999, p. 196), and has later been used by many epistemologists, sometimes with refinements, like in (Bergmann 2006, p. 156).


	It is important to notice that the interpretation of what is problematic in Moore-paradoxes is not uncontroversial. There are in fact two main traditions, one which supports Meta-Coherence as a fundamental principle of justification and one not so clearly. The latter seems to have been that of Moore himself, and is now aptly defended by (Williamson 2000, Sect. 11.3); we could call it the “norm of assertion” interpretation. According to this interpretation, Moore-paradoxes are problematic “because by asserting p positively you imply, though you don’t assert, that you know that p” (Moore 1962, p. 277). Therefore, a contradiction appears for conversational reasons between the asserted content (\(\sim \hbox {K}p)\) and a conversational implicature (\(\hbox {K}p\), as an implicature of asserting p). Why should an assertion that p involve the implicature that \(\hbox {K}p\)? If we follow Grice’s theory (Grice 1975), implicatures appear according to pragmatic norms that preside over assertions. In the present case, the idea would be that “knowledge is the norm of assertion” (I should assert that p only if I know that p, and therefore, if I assert that p, my interlocutors have reason to suppose that I have respected the norm, i.e. that I know that p). This Moore-Williamson interpretation, which relies on a norm of assertions, has one major drawback: it only explains the paradoxical nature of an assertion of the form MP; therefore, it says nothing about the rationality of an agent who would merely believe a proposition of that form, without asserting it. As (Almeida 2001, p. 33) puts it: “an adequate explanation of the nature of Moorean absurdity is, first and foremost, an explanation of the oddity of (the objects of) certain beliefs”. Indeed, it seems evident that beliefs of the form MP would be as infelicitous as assertions of the same form, and if we account for the more fundamental infelicity of beliefs, we could also explain (derivatively) the infelicity of assertions (since belief is undoubtedly a norm of assertion). As (Shoemaker 1995, p. 76) says: “what can be (coherently) believed constrains what can be (coherently) asserted”. That’s why a second tradition of interpretation of Moore-paradoxes situates the problem in more fundamental rational norms of belief, and not in norms of assertion (Shoemaker 1995; Almeida 2001; Huemer 2011, Sect. 3). This is the tradition I follow here.


	Sosa’s (1991, p. 125) notion of “animal knowledge” is very close to this idea.


	The intuition here is of course that there is no counterfactual dependence whatsoever between the belief and its content.


	I have in mind the literature on the “safety” interpretation of the anti-luck condition for knowledge, which is, to my understanding, the best response to my own interpretation of the EDA, but I won’t pursue here the project of responding to the argument.


	(Pryor 2000, p. 523) makes just the same objection to closure interpretations.


	It is interesting to notice that (Huemer 2011, p. 10) has thought of the first use of MC in this scenario, and proposed to combine this use of MC with an application of Closure. What he has not seen, apparently, is the second use of MC, i.e. using MC after Closure in order to challenge the belief in the negation of EDor Dream. This second use is more important in that it is common to all sceptical scenarios and because it is only due to this move that we can avoid the problems of K-Closure.


	For premise (J-Clos.), see footnote 25: (J-Clos.) is not an instantiation of J-Closure properly speaking, but is derived from an instantiation of J-Closure, namely ( \( \hbox {JK}h \& \hbox {J}(\hbox {K}h\Rightarrow \sim \hbox {D}) ) \rightarrow J\sim \hbox {D}\) together with the following premise \(\hbox {J}(\hbox {K}h\Rightarrow \sim \hbox {D})\) which comes from the fact that the dream scenario is metaphysically incompatible with knowledge of h (and that this incompatibility can easily be grasped a priori, see footnote 24).


	For premise (K-Clos), see footnotes 26 and 37.


	Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for drawing my attention to this question.


	This is because the anti-sceptic can reply to the EDA that the ED scenario is a pure philosophical scenario, with no basis whatsoever in actual reality, while the Dream possibility is certainly closer to our actual experience. In that sense then, it seems easier to claim epistemic “safety” for the belief in \(\sim \hbox {ED}\) than for the belief in \(\sim \)Dream.


	Again, I have in mind here the “safety” branch of the anti-luck tradition, the notion of safety being famously defended in (Williamson 2000) and (Pritchard 2005a).
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